
 19 Patterns  

Pacific
Between the Arctic Ocean in the north to the 
Antarctic in the south.
Φ -8.783195, λ -124.508522
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Using A, begin with mc.

R1: ch3 (stch), 23dc, join with ss to 3rd ch of stch. 
{24 sts}

R2: ch4 (stch), 4tr in same st as ss, *skip 2 sts, hdc 
in next st, skip 2 sts**, 9tr in next st*, rep from * 
to * 2x and * to ** 1x, 4tr in same st as first sts, 
join with ss to 4th ch of stch. Fasten off.  
{1 st on each side; 4 9-st cnrs}

R3: Attach B with stdg sc to middle st of any 9-st 
cnr, *sc in lbv of next 4 sts, bpdc around next 
st, sc in lbv of next 4 sts**, (sc, ch2, sc) in next 
st*, rep from * to * 2x and * to ** 1x, sc in same 
st as first st, ch1, join with sc to first st.  
{11 sts on each side; 4 2-ch cnr sps}

R4:  ch3 (stch), hdc over joining sc, *hdc in next 4 
sts, skip 1 st, 5tr in next st, skip 1 st, hdc in next 
4 sts**, (hdc, dc, hdc) in 2-ch sp*, rep from * to 
* 2x and * to ** 1x, hdc in same sp as first sts, 
join with ss to 3rd ch of stch. Fasten off.  
{13 sts on each side; 4 3-st cnrs}

R5: Attach C with stdg dc to middle st of any 3-st 
cnr, *dc in lbv of next 5 sts, hdc in lbv of next st, 
sc in lbv of next 3 sts, hdc in lbv of next st, dc in 
lbv of next 5 sts**, (dc, ch2, dc) in next st*, rep 
from * to * 2x and * to ** 1x, dc in same st as 
first st, ch1, join with sc to first st.  
{17 sts on each side; 4 2-ch cnr sps}

R6: ch3 (stch), hdc over joining sc, *hdc in next 17 
sts**, (hdc, dc, hdc) in 2-ch sp*, rep from * to 
* 2x and * to ** 1x, hdc in same sp as first sts, 
join with ss to 3rd ch of stch. Fasten off.  
{17 sts on each side; 4 3-st cnrs}

R7: Attach D with stdg sc to middle st of any 3-st 
cnr, *sc in lbv of next 19 sts**, (sc, ch2, sc) in 
next st*, rep from * to * 2x and * to ** 1x, sc in 
same st as first st, ch1, join with sc to first st. 
{21 sts on each side; 4 2-ch cnr sps}

R8: sc over joining sc, *sc in next 21 sts**, (sc, ch2, 
sc) in 2-ch sp*, rep from * to * 2x and * to ** 
1x, sc in same sp as first st, ch2, join with ss to 
first st. Fasten off.  
{23 sts on each side; 4 2-ch cnr sps}
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